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Message from the Editor  

 

 
 

This year, yours truly will be gifting handmade presents to family and 
friends, hoping the recipients will be pleased with what they receive.  
Much time and effort has been taken on selecting the raw materials 
with each person in mind.  The whole process has been fun.  (I won’t say 
what the gifts will be in case family read this message!) 

This made me ponder on Christmas traditions passed down through my 
family in years past.  As online shopping was unknown until relatively 
recently, and the fact that my family were mainly of poor agricultural 
labouring stock, did they too hand make their presents for one another?  
Please share your stories of such gifts that have been passed down your 
family from one generation to the next. 

Whatever your plans to celebrate this special time of year, we wish you 
a very blessed Christmas and a productive new year, with broken brick 
walls, new facts discovered and even that elusive ancestor discovered.  
As always, we love to receive your articles relating to your own research, 
so keep them coming in, via email if possible to  
<editor@dorsetfhs.org.uk>  

 Articles should be between 500 and 2500 words.   

 Please scan photographs at 400 dpi if possible. 

 Please include your name and email address (or full postal address) as 
these can then be printed with your permission. 

Angie, Journal Editor 
 

 

Deadline for March 2022 edition – 15 January 2022 
 

The Editorial Team will be pleased to receive articles for inclusion in this Journal. They can be short 
or long, with or without illustrations. Ideally they should be sent by e-mail to 
<editor@dorsetfhs.org.uk>, but typed hard copy or clear, legible handwriting sent to Treetops is 
also welcome. The editors may need to edit, abridge or reject any material submitted for 
publication and cannot guarantee that an article will be included in any particular edition. 

It is the contributor’s responsibility to ensure that their submission does not infringe copyright. 
Items remain the copyright of Dorset Family History Society and the author jointly. Opinions 
expressed in articles are those of the authors and not necessarily of the Society. No material may be 
reproduced without prior written permission. 

© 2021 Dorset Family History Society and contributors, unless otherwise stated. 

mailto:editor@dorsetfhs.org.uk
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Musings from the Chair  

 
 
Well that was another strange year 
wasn’t it? The events of 2020/2021 have 
impacted on everyone and I can’t help 
thinking of the similarities that must 
exist with 1919/1920 when the twin shocks of 
the aftermath of the Great War and the subsequent Spanish Flu 
pandemic must have also shaken the population of our nation to its 
core. 
 
How on earth did our nations recover from these events? But recover 
we did, and next year might just bring us a few clues with the release of 
the detail of the 1921 census. 
 
So what am I hoping to see?   
 
The official description of the census content from FindMyPast, the 
National Archives’ chosen partner for the digitisation and dissemination 
of the census information, gives us the following summary. 
 
“Taken on 19th June 1921, the census consists of more than 28,000 
bound volumes of original household returns containing detailed 
information on close to 38 million individuals. 
 
The increase in population since 1911 was approximately 1.8 million, 
showing the impact of the First World War as this was only half the 
increase from 1901 to 1911, and proportionally the lowest increase 
recorded since the first census in 1801. 
 
It provides greater detail than any previous census as, in addition to the 
questions asked in 1911, the 1921 returns also asked householders to 
reveal their place of employment, the industry they worked in and the 
materials they worked with as well as their employer’s name. 
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The 1921 Census also included detailed questions on education, and was 
the first in which individual householders could submit separate 
confidential returns. 
 
Those aged 15 and older were required to provide information about 
their marital status, including if divorced, while for those under 15 the 
census recorded whether both parents were alive or if either or both had 
died.” 
 
With the extra questions it was obviously felt that something had to be 
removed and unfortunately this was the question about the length of 
the present marriage or the total number of children born to a marriage, 
or total children still living, the question which had been introduced in 
the 1911 census and which, personally speaking, proved a real boon for 
the family historian. 
 
Still, lots of stuff to look forward to and, if things go to plan, something 
which we should be able to delve into early next year 
 
On a personal note a big interest of the 1921 census for those of us “of a 
certain age” is that, thanks to our longer life spans, it will hold details of 
many more of the ancestors we knew personally and for me, with many 
threads of ancestry lying within the geography in which I was born and 
brought up, it will also show many of the other families that I knew 
through village life in the 50’s and 60’s. 
 
More personally still, due to the loss of the 1931 census to fire in 1942 
and his premature death at age 13, it will also contain the only census 
record of my “missing” uncle, the uncle that I never knew and that I only 
found out about when I started digging into my own family history some 
25 years ago, 

 

Merve Goddard, Chairman 
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Zoom Meetings - Computer 
Group 

Richard Yates 

 

 
I am planning to continue Computer Group by Zoom until April. We will 
also try to update you in each Journal, but as the deadline for 
submissions is very early, it is difficult to remain up to date. If any 
member has no access to the website or e-news, please feel free to 
telephone Treetops (01202 785623), leave a message for Sheila with 
your telephone number, and I will contact you with details of what we 
are planning with Computer Group. 
 
We are not charging for meetings, but we do request a donation. Details 
are always included in the invitation e-mail. 
 
The current programme of meetings is: 
 
December 7th @ 7.30pm via Zoom  
This will be our annual Christmas Quiz. It will be held via Zoom. Last 
year’s winner will set the questions. Feel free to bring your own 
refreshments. 
 
January 4th @ 7.30pm via Zoom  
When our meetings were live, we did not meet in January. It is easier by 
Zoom, so we will hold a members’ evening. Please come along if you are 
free for an evening of questions, helpful hints, advice and stories. We 
might play with breakout rooms to permit one to one chats. 
 
February 1st @7.30pm Social Media Discussion via Zoom  
An opportunity to share how you use social media to advance your 
family history knowledge. We have done this before, but everything 
moves on, so be prepared to come with suggestions/examples, and 
perhaps we can contribute some advice to the Committee as to how the 
Society can better use social media to link with our members and others 
with a Dorset connection. 
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March 1st @7.30pm via Zoom 
What’s New in Family Tree Maker Q and A and Discussion. Mark Olsen, 
who is the FTM Ambassador will join us from the States by Zoom. See 
the separate article. Join us for a live discussion and Q and A session to 
answer all your questions about Family Tree Maker, the latest version, 
updates, features and more. This is an interactive session. We would 
love to see you and discuss all your Family Tree Maker questions. 
 
We will also talk about Family Tree Maker partner products - Charting 
Companion and Family Book Creator - both are amazing plug-ins that 
can help you create amazing charts, graphs, and books. We will 
even show how you can make additional finds with your DNA test 
results.  The creators of these partner products will join us to answer 
your questions directly.  
 
This class is for all levels of genealogists whether you are just getting 
started or very experienced. 
 
We will continue to place much of the emphasis on providing support to 
members and answering questions. Together with the new “virtual 
research centre”, this is all part of helping you to be more skilled and 
efficient in your research, and using members’ expertise to assist other 
members. This will continue to be a priority of the Society. Please 
contact us with any requests for topics, or suggestions for future 
meetings. 

 

Richard Yates, Computer Group Coordinator 
 

 
Meeting Programme and Speakers 

Sue and Pete Redfearn 

Please keep an eye on our Website and eNews 
letter for information on scheduled meetings. 

Sue and Pete Redfearn, Programme 

Secretary 
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Meetings in Retrospect 
Angie Parker-Harris 

Tuesday 21 September 2021 – “Posted in the Past” by Helen Baggott 

Helen entertained us 
with an overview of a 
long project she had 
undertaken based on 
an old postcard 
purchased by her 
father and the story 
that this postcard 
could tell.  The 
postcard was sent in 
1913 to Private G 

Freeman of the Grenadier Guards at Chelsea Barracks.  Starting with the 
service number, Helen learned more about Private Freeman and his 
family.  She shared knowledge discovered with a local Heritage Centre 
and local History Societies who had relevant images to share.  She was 
also able to find his name on a war memorial. 

Helen reiterated the 
importance of 
respecting family 
members still alive, 
letting them get in 
touch with her 
should they be 
interested in her 
research.  
Thankfully, this 
particular family 
were happy to get in 
touch and shared further photographs to enhance her story. 

For any historians interested in conducting a similar venture, Helen 
recommended creating a basic family tree in Ancestry or similar, using 
the available information.  She also used postcards of towns, villages 
and even streets visited by the ancestors in questions. 
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Helen recommended setting up email alerts in eBay based on matches 
for villages, towns and names of interest. 

We are sure that participants of this talk will be looking at the rear side 
of old postcards in their possession to see what can be learned, even 
though the postcard sender/receiver may not be family relatives to the 
researcher. 

Tuesday 19 October 2021 “Lawrence Before and after Arabia” by Colin 
Van Geffen 

Colin provided us with a wealth of information on the life of this 
infamous man with extensive links to Dorset.  
 
We learned that he was born Thomas Edward Lawrence on 16 August 
1888 in Caernarvonshire, to Sarah Junner, an unmarried governess and 
Sir Thomas Chapman, 7th Baronet, an Anglo-Irish nobleman.  Chapman 
left his wife and family in Ireland to cohabit with Junner.  Lawrence's 
parents did not marry but lived together under the pseudonym 
Lawrence. 

 
Lawrence was a British archaeologist, army 
officer, diplomat and writer who became 
renowned for his role in the Arab revolt (1916 
to 1918) and the Sinai and Palestine 
Campaign (1915 to 1918) against the 
Ottoman Empire during the first World War.  
The breadth and variety of his activities and 
associations, and his ability to describe them 
vividly in writing, earned him international 
fame as Lawrence of Arabia. 

After the First World War, 
Lawrence joined the British Foreign 
Office, working with the British 
government and with Faisal. In 
1922 he retreated from public life 
and spent the years until 1935 
serving as an enlisted man, mostly 
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in the Royal Air Force (RAF), with a brief period in the Army. During this 
time, he published (1926) his best-known work Seven Pillars of Wisdom, 
an autobiographical account of his participation in the Arab Revolt. He 
also translated books into English, and wrote The Mint, which detailed 
his time in the Royal Air Force working as an ordinary aircraftman. He 
corresponded extensively and was friendly with well-known artists, 
writers, and politicians. For the RAF, he participated in the development 
of rescue motorboats.  

Lawrence's public image resulted in part from the sensationalised 
reporting of the Arab revolt by American journalist Lowell Thomas, as 
well as from Seven Pillars of Wisdom. On 13 May 1935, Lawrence was 
fatally injured in an accident on his Brough Superior SS100 motorcycle in 
Dorset close to his cottage Clouds Hill, near Wareham, just two months 
after leaving military service. 

All attendees enjoyed learning more details about this fascinating, yet 
enigmatic man. 

 

March 2022 Computer Group 

What’s New in Family Tree Maker Q and A and Discussion 

Richard Yates 

As some of you will know, Anna Ward and I ran a virtual stall for DFHS at 

the Oxfordshire FHS Virtual Fair at the beginning of October which was 

run by Zoom using breakout rooms. I signed up for this, more to see 

how it worked than anything, but we “saw” a number of people 

including from Australia and the US, so I feel it was a success for us. 

Following the event, I was contacted by OFHS to say I was one of the 5 

winners of a free copy of Family Tree Maker being given as prizes. When 

I contacted the e-mail address provided, with my details, I was e-mailed 

by Mark Olsen who is the Family Tree Maker Ambassador. He picked up 

on my note that I was using my Society e-mail and offered to do a virtual 

event for DFHS. He was at pains to say they don’t see this as a Sales 
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Promotion, but rather along the lines of a FTM User’s Group meeting 

which some of their US Societies run for their members. They are keen 

to make this a true interactive event and ask participants to enable their 

video if at all possible. There will be a presentation by Mark on the latest 

version of FTM with questions by chat in real time, followed by short 

presentations by two of his colleagues on the add-on products. There 

will also be a door prize, and a discount voucher. We have agreed that 

the most suitable date is Computer Group on 1st March. We hope that 

you will feel this is a good opportunity for everyone who currently uses 

FTM and those who are considering it, and make every effort to join us 

and boost the attendance. 

June Taylor has given regular FTM talks to Computer Group for as long 

as I’ve been a member, so I hope we are not treading on her toes! 

Richard Yates, Computer Group Coordinator 

 

Anyone for a Pint?  
Lorraine Squires 

Having spent some of my (mis-spent) youth visiting the various 
hostelries along Poole Quay little did I know then of the family 
connections with the establishments included in regular calls on the 
traditional Poole pub crawl.  Although trying to restrain myself to 
researching my direct ancestors, the wider and indirect family 
unearthed some interesting connections, which otherwise would have 
been missed.     
 

Thomas Dyke - The Lord Nelson  
My 3x great-grandfather 
Thomas DYKE, born in 1809 in 
Lydlinch Dorset, married Mary 
DAVIS in Stratton Dorset in Dec 
1829.  His early working life was 
as a butcher, hay jobber and 
farmer.  By 1838 he was a 
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yeoman farmer, living at Canford Magna.   By the time my great-great 
grandmother Eliza was born in 1844 (the 8th of 9 Children) he had moved 
to Poole and was a Publican, landlord of the Lord Nelson on Poole Quay.  
He is recorded on the 1841 census as a Publican and both Pigots and 
Post Office Directories evidence him there from 1839 until his death in 
1849, just 40 years old. His widow Mary and 6 surviving children had to 
leave the pub and moved to Fish St where Mary became a lodging house 
keeper.  Mary’s second marriage in 1856 was to Thomas’ widowed 
brother James.  Maybe Thomas’ interest in becoming a landlord was 
fuelled by his uncle Thomas who is also shown in the 1841 census as 
being a Publican in Motcombe (near Shaftesbury).  Thomas’ cousin 
Henrietta was a licenced beer seller.    
 
The excellent book A Pint of Good Poole Ale (available from the DFHS 
bookshop) suggests that the Lord Nelson opened about 1764 as the Blue 
Boar Inn on reclaimed land from the sea on what was an allotment.  The 
name changed to the Lord Nelson in 1810 in recognition of Nelson’s 
victory at Trafalgar.  Of course, the ‘Nelson’ is still part of the fabric of 
Poole Quay hosting live music and the traditional New Year’s Day bath 
race in the Quay. 
 

Mary Ann Dyke  
Mary Anne b1834 was one 
of Thomas’ daughters.  She 
spent her early years as a 
resident of the Lord Nelson 
where her father was 
publican.   In 1854 she 
married Samuel SIMMONDS 
(a carrier) whose father (also 
Samuel) was a yeoman 
farmer and proprietor of the 

Globe Inn (Globe Hotel) in the High Street.  Sadly, she died after just 3 
years of marriage.  Samuel Simmonds snr also seemed to make a living 
as a carrier as the 1849 PO directory lists him as Globe Inn/carrier.  
Interestingly the book ‘A Pint of Poole Ale’ suggests that the Globe was a 
base for a carrier called WILMOT who provided a parcel service to 
Ringwood and Southampton.  George Wilmot took over the Globe from 
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Samuel Simmonds (about 1859) so did the Simmonds carrier service 
carve the way for Wilmott’s business?  
 

Robert Dyke - The Angel and Pure Drop Inn  
Thomas’ nephew Robert was 
born 1854 to Thomas’ brother 
John Dyke and his wife Mary 
Ann HARVEY.   Robert, a 
mariner earlier in his working 
life, by 1891 was a cellar man 
and by 1901 a hotel manager.  
A Post Office Directory entry of 
1903 places Robert at the 
Angel Inn in Market Street.  
The Angel is reported to be one of the two public houses once owned by 
Poole Corporation (the Council).  The Angel Inn is still a popular pub in 
Poole, especially for a nervous groom prior to a wedding at the Guildhall 
opposite.  

 
By 1911 Robert is landlord of 
the Pure Drop Inn. Jury lists 
show him as a beer retailer of 
East St into the early 1920’s, 
staying there until his death in 
1924. His will and probate 
records show him as residing 
at the Pure Drop Inn, 17 East 
St at the time of his death.   
  

Referring again to the ‘Pint of Poole Ale’ The Pure Drop dates back to 
1770, originally a house for the owner of the East St Brewery with its 
own malting house.  After the closure of the malt house the Pure Drop 
was an Inn selling beer, wines and cider.  It was not until 1952 it was 
licensed to sell spirits.  So that places it as a beer house in Robert’s 
tenure.     
 
Many of the COBB’s of Longfleet in my family were farmers but several 
were also Publicans, alongside being bakers and coal merchants. 
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William S Cobb - Blue Anchor  
William, b1796, was the 6th child of John Cobb and Mary Mortimy (my 
5th great- grandparents) and brother of John Cobb my 4th great-
grandfather.      
 
According to the book Pint of Poole Ale, The Blue Anchor (later The Bear 
Inn, Black Bear and then The Yeoman Inn) opened in 1848.  However, 
documents at the Dorset Record Office suggest this was as early as 1819 
(unless of course there were two Blue Anchors, though from location 
descriptions this seems unlikely).  Recognizances for 1819 and 1822 
record William applying for a licence at a cost of £30 (plus sureties from 
two others at £10 each) declaring that he “shall keep good order and 
rule in the house called the Blue Anchor and not suffer any drunkenness 
gaming or other disorder to be committed in the said house”.  Pub 
licences required annual declarations and fees payable so a significant 
amount for the time.  The 1819 recognizance shows one of the sureties 
as Thomas LACY, a fellow publican/victualler and William’s brother-in-
law.    A conviction in 1820 for short measures saw William fined 20 
shillings. Pigots directories of 1830 and 1839 list William S Cobb still at 
The Blue Anchor. 
 
Hunts Directory of 1851 suggests the Blue Anchor was at No 28 Market 
St, which is, in fact, the address for the Angel Pub near the Guildhall.   
The Pint of Poole ale suggests it was further up, in what is now Hill St.  
  
William also owned property 42 and 44 Market Street, a half dwelling 
house and garden purchased in 1827. He died in 1856, leaving a simple 
will stating that everything except his tools and family bible be left to his 
wife Susanna.  Sadly, she had passed away one month before William.    
The property, still in his ownership at his death, was sold to pay a debt 
to Martin KEMP WELCH (a Poole banker) with the residue split between 
surviving children, evidenced by administration papers.   The property is 
described as lying between the Blue Anchor Inn and a property owned 
by Martin Kemp Welch.    British History online suggests that 42&44 
Market Street was demolished, and it would appear this part of Market 
St (now Hill St) is the multi-story car park, developed in the 1960s.  
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Harriet Cobb - Brewers Arms  
Harriet (b1819) one of 
the daughters of 
William S Cobb and 
his wife Susanna, 
grew up at the Blue 
Anchor. In 1843 she 
married John 
MARDER and by 1849 
they were landlords 
at the Brewers Arms 
in Towngate St, which 
later changed its 
name to The Rising 

Sun.  The book a Pint of Poole Ale suggests it was first an ale house in 
1789 with its own malting house, appearing to be made up of 2 small 
houses. The book also suggests that the Brewers Arms was one of the 
haunted pubs of Poole, by a young girl called Mary.   John’s tenure was 
short as he died in 1854, though Harriet carried on after his death. The 
1855 PO directory suggests Harriet was running the Brewers Arms and a 
small shop.   She remarried in 1861 to John BROUARD a master mariner 
from Guernsey and moved to the Channel Islands, taking her 4 Marder 
children with her.   The Brewers Arms/Rising Sun is now the Brewhouse 
and Kitchen.   
 
Andrew Cobb - The Two Brothers 
The register of alehouse licences at Dorset Record Office revealed 
several familiar names.  Also recorded was an Andrew Cobb of The Two 
Brothers, with licences registered 1826-1828.  I have not been able to 
find much information about The Two Brothers, except that it was in 
Poole High St, a few doors up from the Antelope Hotel.  Andrew Cobb 
born around 1790 was another of the children of John Cobb and Mary 
MORTIMY. All records found so far suggest that Andrew was a 
Yeoman/farmer with several acres in Longfleet by 1841.   Could this be 
the same Andrew Cobb who was also a publican prior to this date?  
Although I have not been able to prove or disprove that this is the same 
person, there are several pointers.  It does not seem unrealistic that 
another Cobb brother was a publican.   The 1827 recognizance shows 
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that Andrew made his mark x, as he did on his marriage certificate in 
1809 when he married Ann WELLS NOTTEN, witnessed by a Mary 
CONWAY.  A George Conway signed a reference in 1827 to confirm 
Andrew a ‘honest, sober and industrious man”.  Andrew’s sureties were 
a William Notting and John Padley in 1826 who both previously stood 
surety for William Cobb at the Blue Anchor in 1825.     There are clear 
connections between this group of businessmen, but is this ‘my’ 
Andrew? Or are these just co-incidents?  
 
Robert Cobb  
Andrew, noted above, had 12 children, one of which was Robert b1829.  
Robert married twice.  His second wife Elizabeth A. VINE had an 
illegitimate child Ada. Robert became her stepfather when she was 
about 12.   Stepdaughter Ada married George LINNINGTON PENNEY in 
1895, who later was landlord of the Star Inn from 1909-1915.  According 
to Pub Wiki/Kelly’s directory their son Thomas took over and was 
landlord by 1927.  By 1931 a PO Directory shows Ada Penney (nee Vine) 
as proprietor. The Pint of Poole Ale book describes The Star Inn, 86 West 
St, as built around 1789 with its own brew house.  Amazingly another 
ancestor Sylvanus HOLLOWAY (my great-great grandmother’s brother) 
was a boarder at the Star Inn in 1871.  Long before the Penney’s arrived 
but another twist in the story.  It closed and was demolished in 1956, 
making way for the RNLI headquarters. The licence was transferred to 
the New Star on Herbert Avenue (still open today).     
 
Sarah Cobb & Thomas Lacy - Bakers Arms  
Sarah, b1786 in Canford Magna, another of John Cobb and Mary 
Mortimy’s children, sister to William, Andrew and my 4th great 
grandfather John Cobb.  She married Thomas LACY in 1807.  They had 10 
children, most of whom had some connection with the pub/beer selling 
trade as well as other business interests or as occupants of public 
houses.    
 
Thomas Lacy was a publican at the Bakers Arms in Strand Street from at 
least 1822– 1842 evidenced from recognizances at the Dorset Record 
Office & directories.   An 1842 Pigots directory finds him listed as a 
Publican at the Bakers Arms, as a baker/flour merchant, and as Thomas 
Lacy & Sons coal merchants.   Although Thomas died in 1850, The Bakers 
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Arms stayed in the family until 1859.  The book A Pint of Poole Ale 
suggest that the Bakers Arms was involved in the landing of smuggled 
goods via a grating in the backyard which led to a storm drain on the 
Quay, though whether this was during the Lacy’s occupation is not 
known. He also owned property at 26 Strand St, which passed to his son 
John at Thomas’ death in 1850.    
 
John Lacy - Harbour View Inn and Bakers Arms 
John Lacy (b1813), eldest son of Thomas Lacy and Sarah Cobb also had 
two occupations, as a coal merchant and publican. He is listed in several 
directories under the two business categories.  At his marriage in 1838 
to Sarah Penney he is listed as a merchant.  Hunts 1839 directory and 
Pigots 1842 directory finds him as publican at the Harbour View Inn.  A 
Pint of Poole Ale suggests the Harbour View was on the corner of East 
Quay Road, originally on the harbour shore line before land was 
reclaimed.  It opened sometime before 1838, licensed as an ale house 
and possibly a private house before the bar was added.  By 1849 the 
Harbour View has passed to John’s brother Frederick William with an 
1851 Hunts directory finding John had moved on to The Bakers Arms, 
where his father Thomas was a previous landlord. John died intestate in 
1869 leaving his widow Sarah but no children.  The property at 26 
Strand St was inherited by his brother Frederick W Lacy.  
 
Thomas Lacy - Bakers Arms and Poole Arms 
Thomas Lacy b1820 was second son of 
Thomas Lacy and Sarah Cobb. Thomas’ 
marriage to Sarah ADEY in 1843 states he 
is a merchant, though his second 
marriage to Sarah KNIGHT in 1855 
records him as a widowed Publican.  Post 
Office directories of 1855 & 1859 record 
him at the Bakers Arms, having taken this 
over from brother John.    
 
By 1861 we find Thomas at the Poole 
Arms with his second wife Sarah (Knight).  
Thomas died in October 1861, though 
Sarah remained at the Poole Arms for the next 10 years. In the 1871 
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census we also find Thomas’ daughter Sarah Louisa, from his first 
marriage, working as a barmaid.    The book Pint of Poole Ale suggests 
that this became a public house around 1786.  In 1850 the exterior was 
damaged due to a fire in the flour mill next door.  The Poole Arms is 
distinctive with its green tiles on the front façade made by Carters Tiles 
of Poole.   
 
Thomas’ son from his second marriage, John THM Lacy became an 
engineer.  He married Martha HAYWARD in 1881.  Her parents Jonas 
Hayward & Mary were publicans at the Portsmouth Hoy. The 
Portsmouth Hoy was named after the small sailing vessels (hoys) 
providing a transport service for light goods between Portsmouth and 
Poole.  The pub appears to be in Martha’s mother Mary’s name by 1889 
according to the PO directory.   As the Portsmouth Hoy and the Poole 
Arms are just a few steps from each other – I wonder if that is how John 
THM Lacy and Martha Hayward met.  
 
Frederick William Lacy – Harbour View  
The third son of Sarah Cobb and Thomas Lacy was Frederick William 
b1826.   Frederick appears to have taken over the Harbour View by 1849 
and stayed there until at least 1875.  As well as an Innkeeper he was also 
recorded as a baker and coal merchant, like his father Thomas.   He 
remained a coal merchant from 1881 through to his retirement.  We 
already know some information about the Harbour View from when his 
brother John was the Innkeeper.  Several of the Lacy siblings (Caroline, 
William, Eliza and Selina) lived with Frederick at the Harbour View 
between 1851 -1871.  Frederick inherited the property in Strand St but 
appears to have sold it in 1871 for £105.  By 1873 sister Selina had 
moved out of Harbour View and married Stephen FROUD, a publican 
(Florence House) in Portsea.  By 1881 William and Caroline had moved 
to Portsea to live with their sister Selina and her husband at Florence 
House.  
 
There are still some gaps which remain under investigation, with no 
doubt more facts and connections to be found. What I find so 
interesting is all the twists and turns of connections between different 
branches of the family and with families in other local hostelries.     

Lorraine Squires 
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Where are my family Buried?  
Anne Maclachlan 

It was September 

2020 and at this 

time we were out 

of Lockdown and 

able to travel. It 

was a beautiful 

hot sunny 

summer’s day. My 

father had turned 

90 and we decided 

to take a day trip to Weymouth to have lunch with some friends and 

visit Weymouth Cemetery to put some flowers on both my Paternal 

Grandmothers grave and Maternal Grandfathers grave. 

We found Nanny's grave easily and spent a few moments with her and 

left the flowers in the pot with water. Finding Grandad's grave wasn't 

good as we both had different ideas where it was located. Sadly, both of 

us were wrong! We couldn't find it. That was it, I was so disappointed 

(and cross with myself) and was determined to obtain the plot number 

and or a Cemetery plan to find it. 

I went onto Weymouth Cemetery Website:  

<www.weymouthtowncouncil.gov.uk/services/cemeteries/>   and 

started looking for contact details. I scrolled down the home page and 

came across a link called; Parish Burial Records (Excel Document) with 

"Download" beside it....... so I downloaded it. 

Wow! There are thousands listed on there and they are in Alphabetical 

Order. Brilliant. I went through them and matched the names on my 

family tree to the corresponding person on the spreadsheet according 
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to the dates I had.  I was amazed how many I found and of course my 

Grandfather's name was on there among 33 other family members! 

Now all I had to do was obtain the plot numbers and the plan of the 

cemetery so I e-mailed the Council and was told the records were held 

at the Crematorium and they had forwarded my E-mail. It took a while 

as you can imagine they were very busy due to the Covid situation 

however a gentleman contacted me asking me to send him the names 

and dates I had ... 

Well, he didn’t realise what he was asking for so initially I thought I 

would send him the "top 10" I was looking for. I then added a further 7 

"just in case" he would have the time to find them. Don't get me wrong, 

they are ALL important but I was very aware they were busy. 

A couple of weeks passed and I thought maybe I had asked too much. 

Next thing I knew I had an e-mail with the Plot numbers of all 17 graves! 

Fantastic, but the Cemetery is huge and I didn't know the order of the 

plots. After a further exchange of e-mails, he very kindly provided an 

explanation of the numbers, and a plan of the Cemetery. In fact, he 

went the further mile and sent pictures of the graves! So kind. Sadly, 

and unfortunately many did not have gravestones.  

Next E-mail was he was pleased to have been able to help and was there 

any more I needed whilst he was able to look? Oh Yes! Another 16 in 

fact! Dare I go the whole hog? Well, if you don't ask you don't get, so I 

did! He was just so obliging and provided exactly the same information 

for them as he did the others! I was just so grateful. 

When I started my research we knew my Dad had 13 siblings or step 

siblings.  During this search for graves I found he was actually one of 18 

step brothers and sisters! He is the baby of the family and neither he nor 

I realised there had been a few babies that had died young. 
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At the time of the exchange of e-mail above we were able to travel and I 

was planning to go to the cemetery just before Christmas however that 

had to be cancelled. I was able to go down to Weymouth earlier this 

week on yet another sunny day! Once again, the gentleman made time 

to show me where the graves were and I laid a flower on each.  

Although I am biased the find of the day had to be my Maternal 
Grandfathers. Not just because his was the grave I was initially looking 
for but, his grave was full of daffodils! I remembered then that many 
years ago I had gone to the graveyard with my parents and Dad had 
planted some bulbs on my grandad’s grave and they are still producing 
flowers! 
 
NOTE: I understand that the books with the Graves information have 

now been moved from the Crematorium to the Council offices however, 

I definitely recommend your starting point as the downloadable Excel 

spreadsheet. 

Anne Maclachlan 

 
 

Benjamin Jesty: A Pioneer of Vaccination 

Howard Lambert 

The history of vaccination is inextricably linked with Edward JENNER 
(1749–1823), a country doctor who investigated the existing folklore 
therapy and combined it with scientific experimentation. His remarkable 
achievement in developing the smallpox vaccine in 1798 would 
eventually lead to its eradication. But Jenner wasn’t the first person to 
try and get the concept of vaccination accepted. In 1758 George RIDLEY, 
a broadweaver living near Stroud, Gloucestershire, placed a notice in the 
Oxford Journal of 11th February 1758 stating that: “I have inockilated 
these too seasons past between 2 and 300 for the Smale Pox and but too 
or three of them died”  
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Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, there were numerous sporadic 
outbreaks of smallpox, sometimes affecting just a few villages, but often 
spreading across most of the county affected. It killed up to 30% of its 
victims, and those that survived were left scarred for life. In early 1774, 
the Dorset village of Yetminster suffered a bad outbreak. Benjamin 

JESTY (1736-1816) came from a 
well-respected local farming 
family; the son of Robert (or 
Robin) JESTY and his wife Edith, 
Benjamin lived with his wife and 
young children at Upbury Farm, 
close to the old church. He must 
have pondered how he could 
protect his family from this 
latest scourge. Some years 
earlier, he and two of his female 
servants, Anne NOTLEY and 
Mary READE had both been 
infected with cowpox from 
handling cows’ udders. It caused 
blistering and sores, but was 
easily treatable, traditionally 

with a mixture of butter and soot, applied as an ointment.  Recovery 
was relatively swift. It gradually became noticeable across the dairy 
farming community that those who contracted cowpox were afterwards 
immune to smallpox. In fact, Notley and Reade had cared for members 
of their own families afflicted with smallpox, but both remained healthy 
themselves. Acting on his instincts, Benjamin formulated the idea of 
artificially introducing cowpox matter into the human bloodstream, in 
the belief that this would have the same beneficial effect. 
 
Hearing that a friend called ELFORD, who farmed at nearby Chetnole, 
had experienced an outbreak of cowpox among his herd, Benjamin 
somehow persuaded his wife Elizabeth and two sons, Robert and 
Benjamin junior to participate in his experiment. Using a darning needle, 
he scratched their arms and transferred the pustular material into their 
bloodstreams. The boys quickly recovered, but there was concern for 
Elizabeth. Inflammation of her arm caused a high fever and delirium. A 
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local doctor attended, remarking: “You have done a brave thing, Mr 
Jesty, but I will get you through if I can.” After more than a week, she 
slowly recovered. But that was far from the end of the matter. Locally 
there was deep suspicion and anger at what he had done; derision soon 
turned to outright hostility, and he was reviled and pelted whenever he 
attended markets. It was thought by some that his wife and sons would 
grow horns!  
 
Perhaps not fully 
appreciating his important 
achievement, he did not 
repeat the experiment, and 
left no diaries or notes. 
However, there is a blue 
plaque at Upbury Farm, 
commemorating his 
pioneering work.   
Benjamin and Elizabeth had 
several more children, and in 
the late 1790s moved to 
Downshay Farm in the 
picturesque village of Worth 
Matravers. Interestingly in 
1805 a London surgeon 
called Pearson, who had 
founded a vaccine institute a 
few years earlier, contacted Benjamin and invited him to London. This 
would be the only small degree of recognition that he would receive, 
although his son, Benjamin junior, developed a keen interest in 
vaccination and practised it for a number of years. Benjamin died in 
1816 aged 79 years, and his wife Elizabeth survived him by eight years. 
Both were buried in Worth Matravers churchyard. 
 
NB. Oil painting of B. Jesty by M.W, Sharp 1805 and Image of 
tombstones by E.A Underwood 1956 – Wellcome Collection – Attribution 
4.0 International (CCBY 4.0) 

Howard Lambert 
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Education Workshops 
Lorraine Squires 

We have re-started our workshops by holding an 
Introduction to Family History at Treetops which 
was well received by those attending.  The 
workshop includes; Getting Started, BMD 

Certificates, Census Returns and Planning Your Next Steps, through 
presentation and discussing example documents.  This workshop is 
aimed at those who are wanting to start or have recently started their 
family history research. We hope to run these on a regular basis (subject 
to demand) and our website (Education Page) is kept up to date with the 
latest dates and news.  Or you can contact us at 
<education@dorsetfhs.org.uk> or call Treetops on 01202 785623 to 
express your interest and we will let you know when a date has been 
arranged.   

Non-members are also welcome.  So, if you think this would also interest 
someone you know, please tell them about it.   

Lorraine Squires, Education Officer 

 
 
Dorset in the News 

Howard Lambert 

 
Elizabethan Treasure 
The Bristol Journal  
4 January 1840 
 
On Christmas morning last, a 
little boy residing at Chalford, Westbury, proceeded to take a piece of an 
old window frame from some ruinous premises, for the purpose of 
making a Christmas fire. On cutting it up, nearly 200 pieces of gold coin 
were discovered. They were of different sizes, of the reign of Elizabeth, 
and were in the most beautiful state of preservation. 
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Superstition  
The Worcester Herald 
12 April 1845 
 
The Sherborne Journal related a case of gross superstition at 
Weymouth. A fellow named Stone, having had a quarrel with his 
mother-in-law, not only beat and kicked her, but drew a prickly thorn 
across her face until it was covered in blood.  His defence for this 
refinement of brutality was that his mother-in-law had bewitched him, 
and that the only way of breaking the spell was by drawing blood from 
her person. 
 
Howard Lambert adds:  This Weymouth article makes it plain that in 
Dorset at least, there was still a real fear of witches in the early Victorian 
period.  All the more surprising, as it was more than a century since 
prosecution of supposed witches came to an end. 

Howard Lambert 
 

 

An Australian Connection 
Jan Marsh 

Alfred GOFF (1828 to 1885) was my great uncle. He was the son of 
James and Martha Goff and the brother of Sarah Goff, our paternal 
great grandmother. Alfred was born in Poole in 1828 and baptised at St 
James Church on 31st August 1828. 

 
St James Church, Poole 
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In 1841 Alfred is living with his family in Market Street, Poole. By 1851 
the family is living in Skinner Street and Alfred is a seaman. Sometime 
after 1851 Alfred left Poole and emigrated to Australia. I have been 
unable to find him on any passenger list but as his occupation in 1851 
was seaman it is possible, he travelled on a ship as a crew member. 
Alfred was apprenticed to Mr L C ADEY (a well-known local ship owner in 
Poole) on 17th January 1846 in Poole aged 16 years.  

 
Apprentices’ indenture (Alfred Goff 4th from bottom) 

 
By 1854 Alfred is in Victoria, Australia. On 11th October 1854 Alfred 
married Elizabeth Jane WALKER in Port Phillip Bay, Melbourne.   

 
Marriage certificate of Alfred Goff and Elizabeth Jane Walker 

Elizabeth was born either in Long Martin, Westmoreland or in London 
according to different sources.  She arrived in Melbourne from 
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Southampton on the “Poictiers” in November 1853, a domestic servant 
from Middlesex. She was Church of England and was able to read and 
write. Elizabeth had been employed by a Captain TEAGAN or FEAGAN as 
a servant in Williamstown, Victoria from 11th January 1854. Her wages 
were to be £30 with rations and she was engaged initially for three 
months. 
 

Alfred and Elizabeth settled in Williamstown, a suburb of Melbourne, 
Victoria. Williamstown was a port and by 1870 was the major cargo port 
in Victoria. It was named after King William IV and grew up in the 1850s 
as gold prospectors travelled through on their way to the goldfields. By 
1856 when Alfred and Elizabeth were living there, hotels, shops, homes, 
banks and churches had been built.  In 1856 they are living at Leary’s 
Yard, Douglas Parade, Williamstown. 
 
Alfred and Elizabeth had thirteen children – five sons and eight 
daughters, two of whom died as infants and three did not survive into 
adulthood. Their details were:- Alfred Richard (1855-1912); William 
Henry (1857-); Emily Elizabeth (1859-1953); Mary Ellen (1861-1947); 
James (1863-1936); Martha (1864-1951); Adeline (1866-1920); Sarah 
Gertrude (1867-1898); Margaret (1869-1876); Samuel Cornelius (1870-
1901); Amelia (1873-1873); Victoria (1875-1875) and Frederick Charles 
(1877-1884). 
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Alfred was employed as a water policeman. The Water Police had been 
formed in Williamstown in 1841. Their duties included checking in the 
port and searching for runaway sailors. Subsequently Alfred joined the 
Victoria Lighthouse Service serving at Port Phillip South Channel Pile 
Light and at Cape Schanck Lighthouse, the second lighthouse in Victoria. 
 
Alfred was promoted from lightkeeper at South Channel to junior 
assistant at Cape Schank lighthouse in July 1882.  The family moved to 
different towns in Victoria after Williamstown according to the 
children’s birthplaces including Warnambool (another town that grew 
up around the Gold Rush – its name is aborigine meaning two swamps / 
ample water); Warracknabel (an inland wheat belt town – its aborigine 
names means place of the bay gums shading the water hole) and Belfast 
(name given to Port Fairy, a whaling port, in 1857. It reverted to Port 
Fairy in 1887). 
 
Alfred died in Williamstown in November 1885. He was buried in 
Williamstown Cemetery on 24th November 1885. Elizabeth died on 4th 
September 1887 and was also buried in Williamstown Cemetery. 
 

Jan Marsh 

 
Surname Interests 

Alan Mead 

 Some Members are willing to 
share their research with 
others who may be researching 
the same Surname. 

The Society maintains a 
database of those Surnames, 
which can be searched by 
anyone who visits the Surname 
Interests page on the Society’s 

website. Members can check which Surnames they have registered by 
entering their Membership number in the Search box on that page. The 
Surnames are also included in the database of surnames being 
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researched by members of other Family History Societies on the Family 
History Federation’s website  
<https://www.familyhistoryfederation.com/>. 
 
The following Surnames have been registered since the last Journal. 
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Contact details of any Member researching Surnames on the database 
can be obtained by completing the request form in the Members’ Area 
on the Society’s website.  
 
A form to register, or update, your Surname Interests is also available in 
the Members’ Area. New details will be added to, or replace any already 
registered in, the databases and published in the next Journal. Minor 
changes, such as revised place or dates, will be updated in the databases 
but not published in the Journal. Interests of those who do not renew 
their membership will be deleted from the databases. 
 
Members without Internet access should write to Treetops. 

Alan Mead, Surname Interests 

 
 

Virtual Research via Zoom/Telephone 
Debbie Winter 

 

DFHS are pleased to announce the opportunity for you to discuss your 
research and seek some assistance from one of our research volunteers 
by either Zoom or telephone.  While we continue to live under Covid-19 
restrictions, Treetops research centre is operating a slightly restricted 
service but our volunteers, working from home, will be able to discuss 
your research with you and use our digital resources to help you move 
forward. 
 
Zoom or telephone sessions, lasting up to a maximum of 1 hour are 
offered on a 1 to 1 basis. 
 

To take part:  Book your Zoom chat or telephone call in advance by using 
the Email form on Contact Us and choosing Enquiries from the 
dropdown list.  A fee of £3 per session is payable via our online shop. 
This facility will stay in place until Government guidelines allow us to 
fully open Treetops safely to welcome you back in person. 
 

Please note that this is not a replacement for our research service. 

Debbie Winter, Librarian 
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Guy Douch (1909-1927) & his mother Lilian 
(1883-1963) 

Paul Douch 
The first reference I found to the name of Guy DOUCH was in the 1911 
census. Described as grandson, he was living with Thomas & Frances 
Douch and aunt Florence Douch at Bourne Farm, Piddlehinton, 
Dorchester.  He was aged one and born in London Marylebone. This 
location (confirmed on FreeBMD) had not appeared in any Douch life 
stories I was familiar with. But I was busy with other ancestors. Further 
investigation had to wait, even after finding that he died at age 17 in 
Sturminster district. 
 
What took me back to young Guy was a photograph in Philip Knott’s 
book Stourton Caundle (available online as PDF), showing ‘Jack Douch’ 
among 'Stourton Caundle Members of the Children’s Union Waifs & 
Strays'. Dorset Memorial Inscriptions on Findmypast showed that Guy 
'Jack' Douch died on 1 Nov 1927. What’s more, there was a probate 
record for him: “Douch Guy of Manor Farm Stourton Caundle 
Dorsetshire died 1 November 1927 Administration Blandford 8 June to 
Lilian Anna CHEESEMAN (wife of Montague John Cheeseman). Effects 
£93 17s. 6d.” 
 
Two things stood out from this. Manor Farm was the home of brother 
and sister William John & Tryphena Douch. They were uncle and aunt to 
Lilian Anna Douch, fourth child of Thomas Newport & Frances (née 
Elliott) Douch. In late-1910 Lilian (‘Lily’ in some records, b. 1883) had 
married Montague Cheeseman (a shepherd, b. 1888). On census day in 
1911 he was head of a household comprising Lilian and three younger 
siblings of his. That there were only three rooms in the dwelling may 
have contributed to Lilian’s son being found alternative accommodation 
(there were ten rooms at Manor Farm). Between 1912 and 1919, four 
children were born to Montague and Lilian. Perhaps Guy spent some 
time in his mother’s home during this period, but it feels unlikely - given 
the circumstances of his birth. 
 
His birth certificate shows that Guy was born in Queen Charlotte’s 
Hospital in Marylebone. There is no father’s name; Lilian was described 
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as ‘Dairymaid of Kingston’. That Kingston was a hamlet in the parish of 
Hazelbury Bryan. Electoral registers on Ancestry have established that 
Thomas N Douch and family were in Kingston in 1910 before moving to 
Piddlehinton. He was a dairyman, so it’s no surprise that Lilian was a 
dairymaid, but it is possible that she was working on someone else’s 
farm when Guy was conceived. That would have been early 1909, when 
she was 25 and when the peripatetic Thomas was at Stockfield Farm in 
Hazelbury. 
 
Perhaps the two most interesting documents concerning Guy’s birth are 
the admission and discharge registers for Marylebone Hospital (available 
on Ancestry; originals in London Metropolitan Archives). On the former, 
mother Lilian’s address is 157 Marylebone Road and the name ‘by 
whose order admitted’ was Cooper. On the latter, almost three months 
after Guy was admitted, it was noted that his discharge was ‘c/o 
N[ursing?] Officer from F.P. Society 157 Marylebone Rd.’ 
 
Marylebone Hospital and Queen Charlotte’s Hospital were probably one 
and the same place. It seems that baby Guy was separated from his 
mother while she languished in St Marylebone Female Protection 
Society. This advertisement is not quite contemporary but gives a 
flavour: “This Society, founded in 1838, seeks to reclaim young Women 
from all parts of the country who have, by one false step, fallen from the 
path of virtue. They are cared for in their trouble, if expecting to become 
mothers; and, after suitable training, are placed in service, where 
needful help is given them in supporting their infants, lest, through 
want, they should fall again into sin. This is the more necessary from the 
extreme youth of many of the applicants, which prevents their earning 
sufficient to maintain their infants.” In Charles Dickens (Jr.), Dickens's 
Dictionary of London, 1879 – 
<https://www.victorianlondon.org/charities/femaleprotectionsociety.ht
m accessed 21/1/21> 
 
What was the mechanism which took Lilian from rural Dorset to 
London? It is quite likely to have involved the Rector of Hazelbury Bryan, 
Revd MORGAN J W Morgan. The religious creed of all those admitted on 
the same date as Guy was ‘Ch of Eng’. 
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The generosity shown by William John & Tryphena in taking in young 
Guy extended to other members of the Douch tribe. I shall be interested 
to see who was living with them when the 1921 census is released. A 
second look at the probate record has made me think that Lilian 
Cheeseman had been giving her son an allowance. Perhaps also she had 
made a contribution towards Guy’s upkeep. 

Paul Douch 
 
 
 
 

Books that may interest you 
June Taylor and Richard Yates 

 

 
 

Locomotives of the Somerset & Dorset Joint Railway 
 
A long time ago, when I was at 
College, we were given a 
Borrower’s Card for Bournemouth 
Library, which was then at the 
Lansdowne. I had to walk to the 
Lansdowne to catch a bus home, 
and also to visit a favourite 
sandwich shop when I had an 
extended lunch break, so I took to 
borrowing books to read. There 
was a whole shelf of Railway 
books, so I began to read my way through them – it left a general 
interest in the subject. The definitive history of the Somerset & Dorset 
written by Robin Atthill was published in paperback a year or two later 
and remains on my bookshelf. Ironically, for the last 30 years my garden 
has backed on to Parkstone Bank, a significant feature between Poole 
and Parkstone Stations on the old S&D. 
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Pen and Sword Books have been publishing a series of “Locomotive 
Portfolios” for historic railway companies and have now arrived at the 
Somerset & Dorset, written by Tim Hillier-Graves. June agreed to have a 
review copy, as I had indicated an interest. This is a beautiful book in the 
coffee table style. It comprises a brief history of the ups and downs of 
the line over its 112-year existence, including pen pictures of some of its 
leading characters, and then moves on to five chapters focussed on the 
locomotives in use during the different stages of the line’s life. There are 
lavish illustrations of locomotives in service on the line, as well as 
historical documents and line drawings. Although there is some 
technical content, most of the book will appeal to a reader with a 
general interest in railways, Dorset or Somerset, but for those who hold 
a specific enthusiasm for the S&D, this is a must have. At £35 it is not 
cheap, but perhaps an ideal Christmas Present for someone special. 
 
The book is published by Pen and Sword Books <www.pen-and-
sword.co.uk>. June doesn’t expect to stock it, but you could try e-
mailing <sales@dorsetfhs.org.uk> with a request. 

Richard Yates 

 
A – Z of Poole Places – People – History by Andrew Jackson. Amberley 
Press £15.99 
 

From the Almshouses to the Zoo, this book 
covers the history of Poole and its harbour 
from the Iron Age to the 21st century 
through the people, places and buildings 
especially the Pubs of the Old Town all of 
which are associated with historical events. 
 
Photographs illustrate most entries. I found 
the book a very enjoyable read. 
 
The review copy will be put in our library 
and other copies are available to purchase 
from our shop. 

June Taylor 
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Membership News 
Anne Maclachlan 

 

So here it is, my first Membership news and it feels like it has a been a 
“Baptism of Fire”. However, it’s really due to the fact it has coincided 
with renewal time and thank you to all of you who have already 
renewed by paying online, via Bank Transfer or Standing order or by 
Cheque or cash at Treetops– you have kept me busy in a good way. 
 
We have also had quite a few new members to the Society since the last 
quarter and we extend a very warm welcome to them.   
If you are interested in contacting any of them, you can contact us via 
the website at <https://www.dorsetfhs.org.uk/contact-us/> or now that 
Treetops has re-opened, details can be obtained there also.  
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I would like to extend my own personal thanks to Claire for all her 
assistance during the transition and, I am sure I can speak for many if 
not all of the officers, committee members and volunteers when I say a 
huge Thank You to Claire for all her hard work and dedication to, not 
only the Membership Secretary role for 9 years, but to the Society as a 
whole. We hope you enjoy your new found leisure time.   
 
I was born and raised in Dorset and moved away and abroad for a short 
spell.  I have been a member of the Society myself for the last 6 years 
and with their help through meetings, both in person and via zoom, I 
have picked up many tips and new resources and information. I look 
forward to welcoming you either in person or via zoom meetings and 
putting faces to names.  Finally, best wishes to you all for Christmas and 
the New Year. 

Anne Maclachlan, Membership Secretary  

 
 

From Writing for Family to Publishing 
Worldwide 

Helen Parker-Drabble 

 
My first attempt to 
share family history 
with my relatives was a 
family tree charting my 
ancestors up to the 
level of my eighth 
great-grandparents. 
Early in the process, I 
fell into the trap of 
trusting someone else’s 
research. I discovered 
they had not proved 

the ancestral connections in their family tree. Even after I managed to 
print a reliable chart, I found that my family’s response to my 
discoveries was (understandably) lukewarm.  
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I turned to growing our tree, found new living relatives, and arranged a 
meeting in the Tank Yard, once home to my maternal grandfather. It 
was great fun reuniting the different branches of the family in the 
Bedford Hall, Thorney, 130 years after my granddad’s birth. But sharing 
the larger tree I had printed was not the family’s highlight.  
 
Holding previously unseen heirlooms is what made the event. Touching 
items that had belonged to our ancestors reinforced the emotional 
connection with the past. More importantly, it created special memories 
with newfound family.  
 
The experience made me realise how little we know about what we 
each have in our own collection. Now I collate a digital record of all the 
heirlooms, diaries, photographs, newspaper clippings, recipes, and 
personal documents that had survived in our respective collections. I 
had planned to save these to a USB memory stick. Then I remembered 
how the audio and film of me as a young child had been lost.  
 
Each technology I considered ran the risk it would not be understood or 
valued. So, I planned another printed photo album. An advantage of this 
format is it can easily include a description of each item, along with any 
associated stories. But it is the thought of a professionally produced 
photobook lasting for many more generations that spurred me on.  
 
My next goal was to finish a legacy box for each young person in the 
immediate family, including:  
▪ Ancestor charts  

▪ Family trees  

▪ Family photo albums  

▪ Photo albums of heirlooms and birth, marriage and death records  
 
My leisure time soon revolved around treading in my ancestors’ 
footsteps, particularly those of my grandfather Walter Parker. I pored 
over archival records and binge read social history to understand the 
context of my forebears. My family was now keen to know what I had 
uncovered, but how much I could say and what would be remembered. 
So, how to share?  
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I realised that if family historians want what they have painstakingly 
discovered to survive, we have to weave the distinct threads into a 
narrative – and print the result.  
 
Writing your family history can be daunting and, at times, 
overwhelming. Questions raced through my mind:  
 
The answer to my question, ‘Where would I find the time?’ came from 
tutor Gill Blanchard on her Writing Your Family History course at The 
Society of Genealogists in London. Gill told me, during a break, ‘It is not 
about finding the time; it’s about deciding what to give up.’ I found it 
was easy to give up most of my television viewing for an activity that felt 
so rewarding.  
 
Gill also showed me how I could cut my project down to size. She 
explained my progress would be quicker if I concentrated on one 
person. I chose my Victorian grandfather Walter Parker and drafted a 
writing plan.  
 
For motivation, I started telling people I was writing a book, if only to 
hold myself accountable. I pressed on despite my misgivings and 
frequent crises of confidence. I decided to behave as if it were possible 
for me to bring a book into the world. When I was ill, exhausted, or 
despaired of finishing, I pictured someone reading my book 200 years 
from now.  
 
The challenge of how to make my writing polished enough to publish, 
ran alongside the whole endeavour. Feeling confident my work stood up 
to historical scrutiny was the hardest hurdle to overcome. But the 
solution to both these problems turned out to be easy: I discovered that 
to go from writing for family to worldwide publication, I needed a team 
behind me.  
 
Long before I had a first draft, I started criticising everything I wrote. I 
stalled. Rather than give up, I found a writing coach and editor, whose 
encouragement helped me through the inevitable setbacks. When I 
could not see a way forward, she sensitively shone a light on my work 
and inspired me to take my writing to the next level. An epiphany led 
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me to combine my counselling background and interest in mental health 
with my family history research. I considered what my grandfather could 
have inherited from his ancestors, and a psychological inheritance 
unravelled, revealing intergenerational anxiety, trauma, loss, alcoholism, 
and depression. And what family is without these? I had discovered my 
voice and the overarching theme of my work.  
 
Although I am an enthusiastic independent scholar, I do not have any 
qualifications in history or research. So, I looked for a professional. I 
added a historical consultant to my team. He was encouraging and also:  
▪ gave me a historical perspective  

▪ helped me focus my research  

▪ pointed out gaps in my thinking  

▪ referred me to research I had overlooked  
 
When seeking a publisher, my first considerations were: would my 
writing find an audience? Would a traditional publisher see the value in 
such a niche form of writing?  
 
Could a publisher help readers find my book? Maybe. But publishers 
expect authors to identify and bring their readership, and undertake a 
lot of marketing themselves. In the old-style publishing world, a book is 
usually given a press release, inserted into a brochure, and newsletter, 
and it then declines in sales.  
 
The more research I did, the more I believed publishing independently 
would work best for me and a family history book. I came to see 
traditional publishing as the vanity route. At best, it could reassure me 
that what I had created was good enough – but isn’t it the reader who 
decides that?  
 
I wish I had come across the Alliance of Independent Authors (ALLi) at 
the beginning of my journey. ALLi is an affordable professional business 
membership organisation for self-publishing authors (nothing to do with 
vanity publishing). One of the significant points ALLi makes is that as an 
author, you do not need to become a specialist in every field. Instead of 
being uncertain you can plug into essential, trusted advice, supportive 
guidance, and a range of resources that would be near impossible, and 
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time-consuming, to create for oneself. I added more people to my team 
– a book cover designer, proof-reader, and an interior book designer.  
 
As an independent author, you are free to seek out worldwide 
opportunities in print, podcast, blog, radio, audio, and eBook over my 
lifetime because I have kept my intellectual property rights. (Quick top 
tip: according to copyright law, your heirs could benefit 70 years after 
your death – another legacy.) You also know the price each book sells at, 
where these sales come from, and in what format. As a bonus, when it 
comes to your next book, you can tailor your marketing to what you 
have learned from your previous publication.  
 
Once I made my decision to stay independent, I looked at two different 
methods of publishing: print-on-demand, where a distributor prints a 
book when an order is received, and e-publishing. Here I was fortunate. 
The consultant historian I was working with was won over by my book 
and started developing a software package that would make my digital 
family history shine.  It’s been a long journey – but family history cannot 
survive unless it is shared. I hope this article will encourage you to bring 
your own painstaking research to life.  
 
If you would like to read the first two 
chapters of A Victorian’s Inheritance visit 
<http://helenparkerdrabble.com/>, scroll 
down, and click the button ‘Your two FREE 
chapters are waiting’.  
 
If you have any questions about Helen’s 
journey from researching her family tree 
to publishing worldwide, she would be 
delighted if you got in touch at:  
<helen@helenparkerdrabble.com>.  
 
The complete eBook can be purchased at 
Amazon.  

Helen Parker-Drabble 
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News from Dorset History 
Centre 
Sam Johnston - Service Manager for 
Archives 

 
 
 

Round-up 
Dorset History Centre (DHC) continues to offer public access to archives 
three days per week.  It is good to see that the numbers of people 
returning to the search room remain steady and that public confidence 
in coming to the centre slowly grows.  Volunteers too are returning in 
numbers to DHC which is really pleasing to see – and vitally important 
given the contribution they make.   
 
DHC has a new online catalogue – with nearly 390,000 entries.  We are 
really pleased with the look and functionality of the new site.  You can 
access and search the collections here: <https://archive-
catalogue.dorsetcouncil.gov.uk> – please take a look. 
 
We are taking a slightly new approach and in this edition, sharing with 
you a blog piece written by one of DHC’s History Centre Assistants 
Emelia Clarke. 
 
Murder in a small village?  
Sometimes, when working in the archives you accidently stumble upon a 
document that ends up being so interesting, that it distracts you from 
what you are supposed to be doing and you have to read it there and 
then.  That’s what happened when I found the document D-FFO/18/132 
within the Ffooks and Darlington of Sherborne, Solicitors collection. 
Amongst the cash books, correspondence and sales particulars I found a 
gripping story of a potential double poisoning in Powerstock.  
 
D-FFO/18/132 is a large bundle of documents titled ‘John Hounsell of 
Powerstock. Papers in dispute Regina V Hounsell (murder) 1839.’ It 
contains copies of documents from the trial of John Hounsell who was 
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accused of being ‘moved and seduced by the instigations of the Devil’ to 
poison his wife, Mary Hounsell.  Within this bundle is a copy of the case 
for the prosecution, which contains a very detailed account of the 
circumstances behind this trial. It tells the story of how John Hounsell 
ended up accused of the wilful murder of his wife Mary Hounsell in 
March 1839.  
The story starts on the 4th 
November 1838, when John’s wife 
of 12 years, Mary Hounsell was 
taken ill with stomach pains at 
home in Powerstock. Mary soon 
died on the 13th November and 
was buried on the 20th November. 
It was assumed that natural causes 
had led to her death.   
 
No one thought anything of it at 
the time, but at the same time, 
Elizabeth Gale who had been 
attending Mary through her 
illness, was suddenly taken 
extremely ill, with symptoms 
similar to the deceased Mary 
Hounsell. After some investigation 
by Elizabeth, she found out from a 
doctor that her illness was caused 
by accidently coming into contact 
with arsenic which had escaped 
from a parcel she had picked up 
from Bridport for John Hounsell a 
few days before.  
 
Suspicion did not arise until early 
1839, when Elizabeth Gales’ 
husband died very suddenly in the 
January. Rather hastily afterwards, 
John had proposed to marry 
Elizabeth who was now a widow, 
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and within a month the Banns of Marriage were published.  
 
This in connection with the circumstances of Mary Housel’s death 
caused suspicion in the minds of his neighbours, who suspected that 
John may have poisoned his own wife and Elizabeth Gale’s husband so 
that he would be free to marry Elizabeth. It was decided to contact one 
of the County Coroners, Mr Frampton, who directed both of the bodies 
to be exhumed and examined.  
 
Several medical men tested the contents of the stomachs and were 
unanimously of the opinion that Mary Hounsell had died from taking 
arsenic. However, they were unable to tell whether Gale had also died 
due to the same cause. To know for sure, parts of the intestines of both 
were sent to Mr Herapath, a celebrated Chemist in Bristol. He confirmed 
the opinion of the medical men of Bridport.  
 
After a 14-day inquest, the Coroner placed a verdict of wilful murder 
against John Hounsell who was accordingly committed under the 
Coroners Warrant.  
 

 
Image of 1939 prison register - NG-PR/1/D/2/3 
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Despite the medical evidence and a number of witness statements, John 
Hounsell was acquitted and found not guilty. This may be due to the fact 
that within the case for the Prosecution document it states that ‘The 
Evidence which can be brought in support of the charge is entirely 
circumstantial and will leave a great deal to be inferred by the Jury 
before they find the Prisoner Guilty. The Principal witnesses have a 
strong bias in favour of the Prisoner from being either related to him of 
his neighbours and friends’.  It was decided that it was possible that 
Mary Hounsell could have taken the arsenic herself to end her suffering 
quickly and speed up her death.   
 
After reading the details of this case, I thought I would look further into 
John Hounsell, and discovered that this murder case was not the first or 
last run in he had with the law.  The Dorchester Prison Admissions and 
Discharge registers tell us that John was often in trouble, the earliest 
being in 1827 shortly after his marriage to Mary when he was 
imprisoned for 3 months for poaching. Even after being accused of 
murder he still went on to night poach and shoot at the keepers in 1841 
and to trespass and steal from a garden in 1843. These registers are 
interesting as they provide us with details about John’s appearance that 
were not included in within the trial documents. We learn from them 
that he was 5ft.4½in height, had grey eyes, flaxen hair, a fair complexion 
and had a wart and large cut on his hand.  
 
We hoped you enjoyed this story – which demonstrates clearly how 
critical archival evidence is in constructing historical narratives.  We will 
share more blogs with you in future. 
 
The best way to stay in touch and to hear about all the current work at 
DHC is via the e-newsletter.  You can sign up for this by following the 
instructions here: <https://news.dorsetcouncil.gov.uk/dorset-history-
centre-blog/newsletter/>. 
 

Sam Johnston, Service Manager for Archives   
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Society Services 
Details of the Research Centre and Office (Treetops), opening hours, 
accessibility, website, Facebook page and the costs of Personal Research, are 
shown on the front inside cover of this Journal.  Contact details of Officers are 
on the back inside cover. 

Our Services & Sales Catalogue includes the Terms and Conditions of Business 
that apply when making a purchase by post or telephone. E-mail Treetops for 
an electronic copy or, for a printed copy (UK only) send a self-addressed C5 
sized envelope (i.e. sized for A5 contents) bearing a 2nd class stamp to 
Treetops. Product details and these terms may also be found on our website. 

Payment for subscriptions, goods, and (postal) search services may be made by 
cash (at Treetops or meetings only), sterling cheque or, for many purchases, 
credit or debit card on the online shop on our website. 

Transcriptions and Indexes 

The Society has transcribed a large number of records relating to Dorset, which 
may be accessed at Treetops in the form of booklets, fiche, CD-ROMs or 
through our search service. Some are available on the Internet. 

Facilities for visitors to Treetops 

In additional to the Transcriptions and Indexes: - 
Access to The Genealogist, Fold3 from Ancestry (military records), 
Ancestry.com, Findmypast and the British Newspaper Archive 
Assistance with your research, if needed 
Reference and lending library 
Sales Area 

Members Only 
E-News: The Society circulates information by e-mail to Members who have 
given consent to receive Society emails. This includes reminders of forthcoming 
meetings, education courses or local family history events that the Society will 
be attending.  

Forum: Available from the Menu bar of the Society's website, Society Members 
can apply for Forum membership and then post, and answer, family history 
questions (this is not intended to replace the Society's full research service).  
 

Member’s Area: There is a password protected area on the website containing 
additional information just for Members. The password is shown on E-News. 
 

General Data Protection Regulation  
The Society retains and processes personal data in accordance with its Data Privacy 
statement, which can be viewed at <https://www.dorsetfhs.org.uk/data-privacy/>     
A paper copy is available from Treetops. 

https://www.dorsetfhs.org.uk/data-privacy/
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Recycle your Printer Cartridges 

Recycle4Charity will make a donation to the Society for every printer cartridge 
received. 

They can be left at Treetops, but please note that not all cartridges are accepted - see 
the list on their website <http://www.Recycle4Charity.co.uk>. 

Freepost envelopes can also be ordered for the return of print cartridges by following 
the link from our website and registering as a donor. 

Envelopes will be stamped with your ID number and the name of the Society. To 
order more, log into the site as an existing donor. Why not hand the envelopes 

around to family and friends to raise more for the Society? 

 


